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Abstract
CADINU is a platform developed to create entertainment, earn income, and
support pets. CADINU TOKEN is fully decentralized and will be used for onplatform and off-platform payments. In this article, I will introduce the idea of the
Cadinu Platform and Explain the Cadinu Token more carefully.

Introduction
The increasing growth of technology has alienated us from the real world more
than ever before. Round the clock, we are engaged in cyberspace to pay bills, play
online games, attain knowledge, and communicate with friends, to mention just a
few. Cyberspace, like any other technology, has both pros and cons and can be a
threat to us if we submerge ourselves in it. Moreover, the lovely animals we have
domesticated and now left unattended, including dogs and cats, will suffer from
our negligence. The question is: how is it possible to make a balance? sweeping the
problem under the carpet cannot work. Then what is the SOLUTION?
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CADINU Platform
CADINU is trying to create a multifaceted platform using blockchain technology.
The platform is aimed at meeting three basic needs, namely the need for
entertainment, the need to earn income, and the need to support pets. We identify
animals with the help of CADINU members And the World Animal Protection and
introduce them on our platform. We somehow make them visible in cyberspace so
that enthusiastic people around the world can select and support the animals and see
the results online. Yet, the CADINU project will not suffice with the "direct support"
section. It will also have an online game, where the players can have fun, earn
money, and feel happy that the animals in need will benefit from the games. We also
plan to launch an online pet store, whereby we can create jobs as well. We have also
considered training.

Cadinu Token (CADINU)
CADINU TOKEN was created to provide the initial capital needed to set up and
develop a platform on the Binance smart chain. This token can be converted into any
of the popular cryptocurrencies in the decentralized PancakeSwap Exchange, and
we intend to get it into more centralized and decentralized exchanges. Yet, this is
not our only goal of creating the token, and will also use it in the CADINU platform
as a local currency to buy services and pay awards .
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How will The Cadinu Platform Protect Pets?
Pets Protection Section
Anyone can create an account.
By opening an account, it can start operating.
for example:
1. One user sees a cat or dog that needs treatment.
2. By taking a photo of that animal and creating a post for it, it shares the status of
the animal and its needs.
3. Other users can offer services either voluntarily or for getting paid.
4. The system automatically selects one according to the credibility of the bidders
and their proximity to provide services. If the offer is voluntarily, the job is done at
this stage.
5. But if a certain amount needs to be collected, a financial account will be created
for this request.
6. Other users can pay money to this account as much as they want.
7. When the required amount is completed, the account will be closed
automatically and the amount will be ready to be paid to the service provider.
8. After providing the service, the service provider puts a post related to that
animal to report provided services and animal status.
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9. With the approval of at least 6 users, the amount will be credited to the service
provider's account.

tip:
1. People in this system can gain a higher degree of trust by getting a positive vote
from other users, and vice versa.
2. Receipt and payment of the amount are done through a smart contract without
human intervention.
3. Users will pay by connecting their wallets to the site. They can also choose to
have their account hidden or displayed among payers.
4. The amount that comes to this section through Cadinu games & shop is
automatically prioritized and distributed according to the degree of urgency of the
requested items.
5. Except for payers, all other users must be verified. Their personal information
will be encrypted and cannot be exploited.
6. Every animal that is registered on the site to receive help will get an identity
card registered and all posts related to that animal are registered on its dedicated
page.
7. Service providers must have an official license from the relevant organizations
in their country.
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Shop Section
The online store allows local stores to trade with local buyers or even farther away.
In this section, we will follow the international standards of online stores.

Game Section
A variety of online games will be created on the web and in mobile applications
where users can play and receive prizes. a part of earning of the game will be sent
to the animal protection page of the Cadinu platform automatically.

How Does The Cadinu Token (CADINU) Contract Work?
1% from each transaction is sent to the burned address automatically.
3% from each transaction is sent to the DEV address automatically.
6% from each transaction is distributed among the holders of the token.
The contract maintains a track of all token holders in an array and uses an index to
operate it. Based on the transaction size, each transaction handles a specific
number of users. CADINU follows the Safemath-division Token
Standard, which implies that all profits will be distributed evenly among token
holders.

This method is entirely automated and does not charge a minimal gas fee based on
the amount transmitted. The number of holders processed in each divided
transaction is variable, depending on the transaction size. Dividends are paid to
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holders based on their place in the queue. It's a completely automated and fair
method.

Features Of Cadinu Token (CADINU)
Manual Burning & Airdrop
By manually burning tokens simultaneously with Airdrop, we will help marketing
and grow the CADINU without compromising the price balance in the market.

Liquidity Is Locked
The project kept the 100% Liquidity locked for at least three months, using a
DXSALE as an intermediary & it Locked for three years in the next step to
ensure that the funds are secured until the CADINU launch its SMART CHAIN
in the next phase.

Automatic Rewards for Holders
smart-contract Automatically distributed 3% of each transaction fairly between
holders to gain more tokens by holding.

Suitable fee for development:
Smart-contract Automatically is sending 6% of each transaction to DEV wallet for
that the developer always has the budget for the development and promotion of
CADINU.
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Automatic burning
Smart-contract Automatically is burning 1% of each transaction and it will help to
increase the price of the CADINU (Supply and demand rule).

Fair Launch
We have made a fair launch and there are no team tokens, private sales, and tokens
were imported into PancakeSwap for public purchase.

Usable
CADINU will be the first platform to provide three possibilities
(Entertainment, earn income, and support animals) in one space.
And Cadinu Token will be the native currency of this platform.

Cadinu Token (CADINU) Tokenomics

TOKENOMICS
2%
Fair launch

50%

6%

Manual Burning
Airdrop
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CADINU token has a total supply of 100,000,000,000,000,000 Tokenomics.

•

50% of all supplies were offered publicly and fairly by creating a liquidity
pool in the PancakeSwap.

•

50% of all supplies have been considered for the burning and airdrop:

6% of all supplies in the developer's wallet burned at the first event.
2% of all supplies will be sent to airdrop participants and the developer has
begun sending rewards.
36% of all supplies in the developer's wallet burned at the second step.
6% of all supplies in the developer's wallet burned in the last step.
Any money left in the developer's wallet will be used for marketing and,
subsequent airdrops.

Special thanks to Hassan Shafiq The author of CoinmarketCap, who
helped me better write this whitepaper with his tips.
In the hope that one day all beings will live together in peace.
Bez B.M.
CEO & Founder of the CADINU
11/09/2021
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